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RISE OF THE MACHINES

Many benefits using a V-rake
IF MOTHER Nature spoils
a potentially good grain
harvest, either from overly
dry conditions that fail to
produce head, or late season
weather damage, you can
still salvage the situation and
turn a failed crop into salea-
ble fodder.

Cereal hay farmers already
know the benefits of using a
finger wheel V-rake.

They cover large areas effi-
ciently, and are gentle on the
grain head.

Importantly, if the ground
is furrowed, a V-rake can roll
along the ridged seed drill
lines, gently passing the crop
from one wheel to the next
with minimum soil contam-
ination of the crop.

Rotary rakes are less than
ideal on this soil profile,
tending to scarify the ground
and causing contamination.

For a farmer with a failed
grain crop, a finger wheel
rake is a cost-effective solu-
tion for salvaging crops.

V-rakes cost less than a ro-
tary rake and work faster so
fodder can be produced very
efficiently.

They are also a solid in-
vestment, with finger wheel

rakes having a longer life
than rotary rakes, particu-
larly in broadacre paddocks,
and maintenance is low with
few complex parts.

Even if you’ve had a great
crop, a finger wheel rake can
bring in extra profit from
straw sales.

Drought conditions have
increased the use of feed
mixers and straw provides
good bulk and fibre for the
mixed rations.

"To get the most out of
finger wheel rakes, it’s im-
portant to set them up at
the right width and speed,"

Inlon’s product manager,
Shane Ryan said.

"Trying to grab too much
too quickly is counter-pro-
ductive, ploughing rather
than raking and bringing
debris into the crop.

"If you set it too wide, you
will roll the forage like a rope

rather than carrying it gently
along the wheels.

"Get the set-up right, and
you can’t beat a finger wheel
rake for efficiently maximis-
ing yield."

Formore than 30 years, Si-
trex finger wheel rakes have
been a solid performer for a

wide range of hay and straw
growers, as well as salvaging
failed cereal crops.

The Sitrex range starts
from small linkage rakes for
small scale growers through
to large trailed V-rakes for
contractors and broada-
cre farmers.
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Correct set up is crucial to the efficiency of finger rakes.

ZERO40TTungsten Tiledpoint withTungsten NoseTile.Price: $50.00 Inc

ZERO25HTungsten Cobalt smoothHardfaced point withTungsten Nose Tile.Price: $28.60 Inc
ZERO25Ta Tungsten Tiledpoint with TungstenNose Tile.Price: $46.20 Inc

ZERO30HTungsten Cobalt smoothHardfaced point withTungsten Nose Tile.Price: $48.40 Inc
ZERO30TTungsten Tiled pointwith Tungsten NoseTile.Price: $69.30 Inc

A:B:N: 58 604 172 983

471B Greenwattle St, Wilsonton QLD 4350

Phone: 07 4633 0624
www.agripartsdirect.com.au

ZERO40HTungsten Cobaltsmooth hard facedpoint with TungstenNose Tile.Price: $39.60 Inc
ZERO50TTungsten Tiled pointwith Tungsten NoseTile.Price: $69.30 Inc

ZERO50HTungsten Cobaltsmooth Hardfacedpoint with TungstenNose Tile.Price: $48.40 Inc
ZERO16HA narrow(16mm)point. The leading faceis only 8mm and issupported by a 16mmwide back. This pointfits on all 7/16" singlebolt shanks. PRICE:Plain $8.00 IncHardfaced $18.70 Inc

ZERO16WWeld-OnAdaptorAccepts allZEROMACPoints.

ZERO4307Hsingle bolt cultivatorsweep, swept wing,raised front edge andtapered wing section.Pointed nose for lowdraft. Fits all 43° x 7/16”bolt Shanks . PRICE:Plain $10.45 IncHardfaced $17.60 Inc

THE ULT IMATE
D IRECT DR I LL PO INT

16MMDIRECT
DRILL ADAPTORS2 Bolt Holes Suitscultivator, chiselplows & trashworkers.

FOR SWEEPS—FURROWERS—SHANKS & ACCESSOR IES PLEASE CALL FOR D IRECT TO FARM DISCOUNT PR IC ING

FOR A VAST SELECT ION OF ROOTCUTTER D ISCS—COULTERS—DISC PLOW DISCS—BLADES & SH INGUARDS CALL US

SPECIAL
JANKE SNOOPY
4 Tiles +
Hardfaced
Price:
$35.00 INC

JANKE STD
1 Nose Tile
Price: $19.80 INC

1 Nose Tile +
Hardfaced
Price:
$33.00 INC

LARGE FORMAT SWEEPS

N15 COTTON FURROWER

ULTRASWEEPS

ALABAMAS

U BOLTS

Extensive
Variety
of Sizes

Made from
4140 Heat Treated

Steel

Zinc Plated

SECONDARY SHANKS

Culti Trip Fert Seed

SHEAR PINSFRICTION
TRIPS

FERT
TUBES

MULCH BLADES

CULTIPACKER RINGS

14 / 20”
10 / 14”

GAS & FERT
KNIVES


